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Abstract 

Pediatric congenital heart defects primarily occur during fetal heart embryological development. This 

purpose of this thesis was to provide a comprehensive review of the basic cardiovascular physiology, 

focusing on three separate components – the heart, the blood vessels, and the blood – and a current 

look at three common occurring conditions. The congenital heart defects are reviewed with an 

anatomical overview of the condition, patient presentation, current surgical repairs, and life 

expectancies following successful repair. Repairs of tetralogy of fallot report mortality rates below 3%, 

compared to a 50% mortality rate prior to development of surgical repairs (Apitz). Transposition of the 

great arteries repaired with the relatively new Nikaidoh procedure show 95% late survivability rates 

(Martins). For truncus arteriosus, currently 83% of patients survive past 15 years (Soriano). Continuing 

research and refinement of existing surgical techniques are expected to increase survivorship from this 

congenital heart defects. To help families and patients understand that congenital condition their loved 

one may have, a very easy to understand picture book was created. This can hopefully inspire further 

improvements in family resources to aid in comprehension of congenital heart diseases.  
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The cardiovascular system is composed of three essential elements that are analogous to the pump, the 

pipes, and the fluid. The heart is the pump that sends the blood (fluid) out through the arteries and back 

through the veins (the pipes) to delivery oxygen and nutrients to the whole body. Each part is vital to 

the success of the overall system but the heart sets the pace. Let us start with the heart and move 

through its anatomy and physiology – how is the heart constructed and how does it work? 

Heart – Size and Position 

The heart (Figure 1) weighs less than 1 pound, is roughly the size of a closed 

fist, and is a hollow and very muscular organ (Cohen, Lecture 1) that sits in the 

mediastinum of the thorax resting upon the diaphragm (Holes, 553).  

The heart has the lungs laterally, the vertebral column to the posterior, and 

the sternum is anterior (Holes, 553). While typically, the heart is considered to 

sit on the left side of the body, there is much variation between individuals on 

its exact positioning.  

Heart construction – Layers 

of the Heart 

Figure 2 is a diagram of the heart wall. 

It is constructed of three layers: 

pericardium (or epicardium), 

myocardium, and the endocardium 

(Cohen, Lecture 1). The outermost layer is the pericardium and it has several important features that 

allow it to act as a protective layer for the heart and reduce friction as the heart beats. The outermost 

Figure 1 - The Heart (Tortora, 
757) 

Figure 2. Cross-section of the heart showing three layers (Tortora, 760). 
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layer of the pericardium is called the fibrous pericardium containing a two-walled layer serous 

membrane. The visceral pericardium lines the heart, and the parietal pericardium lines the fibrous 

pericardium (Holes, 554). The visceral and parietal pericardium layers have a space between them called 

the pericardial cavity that is filled with a serous fluid secreted by the pericardial membranes. This 

pericardial fluid is what reduces the friction and helps protect the heart for each beat it makes (Holes, 

554). Moving one layer deeper into the heart is the myocardial layer. This is the thickest layer of the 

heart and contains the majority of the cardiac muscle tissue, which upon contraction, pushes blood 

through and out of the heart. The myocardium is attached to the heart’s fibrous skeleton (Cohen, 

Lecture 1).   

The innermost layer is called the endocardium and is constructed of endothelial and connective tissue 

and it lines all of the heart chambers and valves (Cohen, Lecture 1). The endocardium is contiguous with 

the endothelial layer of the blood vessels that are attached to the heart and the cardiovascular system 

(Holes, 555).The attachment points of the cardiac layers are to the fibrous skeleton of the heart. There 

are four rings of dense connective tissue acting as the attachment points for atrial, ventricular muscle, 

and valve tissue (Cohen, Lecture 1). 

 

Chambers and Valves of the Heart 

The heart composed of four distinct hollow chambers, two atria and two ventricles (Cohen, Lecture 1). 

The atria receive blood and pass it to the ventricles via atrioventricular valves. The right atrium is 

separated from the right ventricle by the right atrioventricular valve – known as the tricuspid valve. The 

left atrium is separated from the left ventricle 

by the left atrioventricular valve – known as 

the mitral or bicuspid valve (Cohen, Lecture 1). 

Figure 3. Superior view of heart (Tortora, 765). 
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The atrioventricular valves are not made of muscle; rather, they are constructed of thin sheets of very 

tough connective tissue (Santa Barbara Community College).  The right tricuspid valve is made up of 

three cusps (like little leaves) that open when the atria contract and close when the ventricles contract. 

This prevents the movement of blood from the ventricles back into the atrium (known as regurgitation). 

The left mitral/bicuspid valve consists of only two cusps and is subject to more pressure than the 

tricuspid valve due to the higher-pressure blood ejection from left ventricular contraction (Holes, 557).  

The atrioventricular valves are connected to cardiac muscle tissue in the ventricles, called papillary 

muscles, via fibrous strings called chordae tendineae (Holes, 557). The chordae tendineae act as anchors 

when the ventricles contract. As the ventricles contract, blood pushes up against the posterior surface of 

the atrioventricular valves. This force of blood pushes the atrioventricular valves closed and the chordae 

tendineae prevent the atrioventricular valves from being pushed back into the atria. This is especially 

true in the left ventricle with the greater pressure generated from the more muscular left ventricle 

pushing on the mitral valve.  Blood leaves the left ventricle via the aortic valve, which is forced open by 

the force of contraction. The relaxation of the ventricles after contraction allows the atrioventricular 

valves to open and the pulmonary valves to close preventing backflow from the aorta back into the left 

ventricle. This also prevents backflow from the pulmonary trunk into the right ventricle (Holes, 557). 

Blood leaves the right ventricle via the pulmonary valve. The right ventricle contraction closes the 

tricuspid valve and blood pushes against the pulmonary valve (shown above in Figure 3). This pulmonary 

valve opens into two branches, the left and right pulmonary arteries, which take the deoxygenated 

blood (returned to the heart via the inferior and superior vena cava) to the lungs (Holes, 557). In the 

lungs the blood releases the CO2 and wastes it has collected on its circuit through the body, and collects 

fresh oxygen in return. The pulmonary arteries are the only arteries in the body that carry deoxygenated 

blood. The blood returns to the heart via the pulmonary veins into the left atrium and is pumped out to 

systemic circulation from the left ventricle through the aortic valve (Figure 3). Both the pulmonary and 
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aortic valve are composed of three cusps that, when the ventricles contract, are opened by the force of 

blood pushing upon them (Holes, 557). After ventricular contraction finishes, both the pulmonary and 

aortic valves then close to prevent blood flow back into the ventricles (Holes, 557). Another name for 

these valves is semilunar valves due to their leaflet shape resembling that of a half-moon (Holes, 557). It 

is important to note that neither of the semilunar valves have attached chordae tendineae and 

associated papillary muscle like the atrioventricular valves. They rely on pressure to keep them open or 

closed, depending on whether the ventricles are contracting or relaxing.  

 

Blood Supply to Cardiac Muscle. 

The generic pathway that blood follows in its 

journey around the body is as follows: 

Blood From Systemic Circulation  Venae 

Cava and Coronary Sinus  Right Atrium  

Right Ventricle  Pulmonary Trunk  

Pulmonary Arteries  Alveolar Capillaries 

(lungs)  Pulmonary veins  Left Atrium  

Left Ventricle  Aorta  Out to Systemic 

Circulation to the body (Holes, 561).  

Blood delivery to the heart is via the left and right coronary arteries, which are the first branches off the 

aorta as blood leaves the left ventricle (Holes, 561). The blood supply to the heart is not directly from 

ventricular contraction because the high-pressure force generated from the left ventricle is too much for 

these vessels, and the aortic valve leaflets cover the ostia. Instead of supplying blood directly through 

contraction, the coronary arteries receive their blood following ventricular contraction, during diastole. 

In fact, the blood supply to the myocardium is at its lowest during ventricular contraction because of this 

Figure 4. Cardiac Arteries and Veins, Anterior View (Tortora, 770). 
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high pressure. The force of blood ejection from the left ventricle actually compresses the coronary 

vessels, and the flaps from the aortic valve partially block the openings to the coronary vessels during 

ventricular contraction (Holes, 562). As the ventricles relax, blood flow to the myocardium is increased 

as the aortic valve leaves are no longer blocking the blood vessels and ventricular contraction is no 

longer compressing them (Holes, 562). 

The supply of blood to the heart is split between two coronary arteries shown in Figure 4. The left 

coronary artery branches into the circumflex artery and the anterior interventricular artery (clinically 

known as the left anterior descending artery). The circumflex artery delivers blood to the left atrium 

walls and left ventricle, whereas the interventricular artery provides blood to both ventricles. The right 

coronary artery branches into the posterior interventricular artery and the marginal artery. The 

posterior interventricular artery sends blood to the walls of both arteries, and the marginal artery 

delivers blood to the right atrium walls and the right ventricle (Holes, 561). The myocardium is supplied 

with blood via the main arteries mentioned which branch into smaller capillaries and form networks of 

vessels between the arteries called anastomoses. These are very important for providing alternative 

ways of blood to be supplied throughout the heart. This helps ensure a constant supply of oxygen and 

nutrients from the blood even when there may be blockages in a coronary artery (Holes, 562). 

After the blood has passed from the arteries into the capillaries, it moves into the coronary veins, which 

follow the same basic path as the arteries. The blood flows from the veins into the coronary sinus 

(shown in the right image of Figure 4) which then empties into the right atrium (Holes, 562). 
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Cardiac Cycle - How Does the Heart Pump Blood?  

Muscle Structure 

To understand how the heart pumps blood it is important to look at how the heart muscle contract as 

well as the structure of these. A sarcomere is the basic contractile unit of cardiac skeletal muscle and 

consists of one set of the filamentous proteins found between two Z lines (Cohen, Lecture 2). Figure 5 

shows the basic components of a sarcomere with its various structures that combine to enable cardiac 

muscle contraction. 

The sarcomere extends from one Z line 

to the next, comprised of several 

different types of proteins in filaments. 

The thin filaments are made of the 

protein actin while the thick filaments 

are made of myosin (Tortora, 334). The 

myosin filaments can be thought of as a 

golf club shaped structure where the 

head of the golf club acts to bind to the 

actin filament and pull the Z lines closer together (Tortora, 335). Depending on how much overlap there 

is between the actin and myosin filaments is determined by what the muscle is doing. If it is fully 

contracted, it will overlap the most and the Z discs will be at their closest distance to each other. 

Conversely, when the muscle is relaxed the actin and myosin filaments will overlap the least (though still 

maintain some overlap) and the Z discs will be their greatest distance apart (Tortora, 334).  Figure 5 a) 

depicts two different types of bands: an I band and an A band. These two bands correlate to the 

presence or absence of the thick and thin filaments. The A band is the full length of the myosin filaments 

Figure 5. Myofibril (Tortora, 334). 
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within one sarcomere, whereas the I band contains only the portion of actin filaments not overlapping 

the myosin filaments (Tortora, 334). These are also referred to the light bands (I in lIght) and the dark 

bands (A in dArk). During muscular contraction, the I band decreases in length as the overlap of actin 

and myosin filaments increases bring the Z discs closer together. The H zone shown in Figure 5 a) is the 

zone of the sarcomere that contains myosin filaments but no actin filaments. The M line is the center (or 

middle) of the sarcomere (Tortora, 334). Figure 5 b) describes a third filament in the sarcomere called 

titin. The titin filament is what attaches the Z discs to the M line in each sarcomere and acts to help 

stabilize the thick myosin filament. It is also thought to essentially function as a spring to help prevent 

overstretching and enable the sarcomere to return to its normal (resting) length (Tortora, 336).  The 

Sliding Filament Model is the description attributed to how the above components of the sarcomere 

interact with each other to enable muscle contraction (in skeletal and cardiac muscle, which share many 

similarities).  

Surrounding the actin filament are two proteins that act to regulate contraction. These proteins are 

tropomyosin and troponin. The tropomyosin winds itself around the actin filaments and blocks off the 

myosin binding sites on actin. It is to the myosin binding sites on actin that the myosin golf club heads 

bind to for contraction. To enable the myosin heads to bind the tropomyosin strands must be moved 

out of the way and this is done via interaction with calcium. As a signal is transmitted from the brain via 

the nervous system telling the muscle to contract, calcium is released and floods through the 

sarcomeres and binds to tropomyosin. As calcium binds, the tropomyosin moves aside exposing the 

myosin binding sites on the actin filaments to the myosin golf club heads, which then subsequently bind 

to the troponin and pull the actin filaments towards the M line. This action is what brings the Z lines 

closer together as the sarcomere contracts (Tortora, 335). However, in cardiac tissue (due to the 

autorhythmic ability) this contraction occurs slightly differently as there is no nervous system signal 

from the brain telling the heart to contract. Also, the syncytia feature of cardiac tissue ensures that 
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Figure 6. Details of the Actin and Myosin Filaments (Tortora, 336). 

“when one portion of the cardiac muscle network is stimulated, the impulse passes to other fibers of the 

network, and the whole structure contracts as a unit” (Hole’s, 301).  Figure 6 shows the regulatory 

proteins, 

tropomyosin and 

troponin, 

surrounding the 

actin filament, as well as the golf club like head of the myosin filaments. The myosin heads form cross-

bridges as they bind to the myosin binding sites on the actin filaments. Due to the design and structure 

of myosin, as soon as it binds to the binding site it fires in contraction, and will continue to do so as long 

as there is energy in the cell and the binding sites are exposed. The details of a single power stroke of 

muscular contraction are shown in Figure 7. 

Working through the steps it is important to note that energy (in the form of ATP) and calcium are both 

needed for muscle contraction to occur. Either one by itself is not enough. Another point to note is that 

the myosin heads are left in a cocked and ready position once muscle contraction has ended. As Figure 7 

shows as the myosin heads detach from the actin filament ATP is simultaneously bound to the myosin 

heads. The myosin head 

then uses ATP (it 

hydrolyzes ATP) and this 

returns the myosin head to 

the cocked and ready 

position for the next power 

stroke (Tortora, 339). The 

number of cross-bridges 
Figure 7. Contraction of Myosin Cross-Bridges in Muscle Tissue (Tortora, 339). 
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that are formed and the amount of calcium present is what determines the force of contraction (Cohen, 

Lecture 2). 

This basic functionality of how muscles contract through the individual action of many sarcomeres is the 

foundation for cardiac muscle contraction. There are differences, however, between skeletal muscle and 

cardiac muscle that are vital to the ability of the heart to pump blood. One of the first considerations is 

that unlike skeletal muscle (which has degrees of contractility possible – such as in when lifting weights 

slowly or fast) cardiac muscle is an all or nothing type contraction. Either the entire heart contracts or it 

does not. The degrees of increasing or decreasing contractility are due to the amount of calcium 

present. This is important to ensure that the cardiac muscle functions as one unit – a functional 

syncytium – and this is of critical importance to cardiac muscle tissue.  

As Figure 8 illustrates, the structure of 

cardiac muscle tissue has branches of 

muscle fibers connected together via 

intercalated discs (the zigzag lines in 

Figure 8). Between the heart cells are 

these intercalated discs, which are 

specialized junctions that provide the 

electrical and mechanical connections for cardiac tissue. Inside the intercalated discs are two different 

classes of junctions that are known as the gap junction and the desmosome (Cohen, Lecture 2). The 

desmosomes act as molecular Velcro holding the cells together with cadherin molecules, and 

“cytoskeletal filaments are anchored internally to the desmosomes and run through the myocyte giving 

it tensile strength” (Cohen, Lecture 2).  It is the desmosomes that help prevent the cardiac muscle cells 

undergoing contraction from pulling apart (Tortora, 116).  

Figure 8. Branched Cardiac Muscle Fibers (Tortora, 773). 
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The intercalated discs and the gap junctions found within are what allow the heart to act as the 

functional syncytium. This is critical for the heart to contract in such a way as to allow for maximal blood 

ejection per beat. The heart is essentially divided into two functional syncytia, the atria and the 

ventricles, with the cardiac skeleton separating the two divisions. The cardiac fibers are also split into 

two types – cardiac myocytes (contractile units) and autorhythmic cells. The autorhythmic cells compose 

only 1% of all cardiac fibers with the rest being the contractile units (Cohen, Lecture 2).  

 Gap junctions are made up of connexons, that themselves are made up of connexins (Tortora, 116). The 

connexins grouped together form a connexon, which connects the neighboring cells together and allows 

for the passage of ions and small molecules to diffuse between cells (Tortora, 116). An important 

function of the gap junctions is signal transmission to rapidly spread the cardiac muscle action potentials 

for contraction throughout the cardiac muscle tissue (Tortora, 354). Another important point about 

cardiac muscle tissue is the length of time that a contraction lasts. In the heart, an extended contraction 

period is needed to allow for full ejection of blood from the ventricles. This is achieved through the 

length of time calcium is available in the sarcoplasm. Since the channels allowing calcium into the cell 

stay open much longer, cardiac muscle tissue “remains contracted 10 to 15 times longer than skeletal 

muscle tissue” (Tortora, 354), and this functionality provided by the gap junctions ultimately provides 

for letting the atria and the ventricles to contract as a “single, coordinated unit” (Tortora, 772).  

Therefore, the basis of contraction within the myocardium relies on an extended contraction time of 

individual sarcomeres in the myofibers making up cardiac muscle tissue in response to electrical signals. 

This leads to the electrical activity and signaling of the heart that coordinates the contractions of the 

heart to allow it to function as the efficient pump that it is. Skeletal muscle, on the other hand, 

maintains its contraction through recruiting more motor units; “During sustained contractions, smaller 

motor units, which have smaller diameter axons, are recruited earlier. The larger motor units, which 
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include larger diameter axons, respond later and more forcefully. The result is a sustained contraction of 

increasing strength” (Hole’s, 298).  

Electrical Activity  

The careful coordination of electrical activity in the heart ensures optimal time for the atria and 

ventricles to fill with blood prior to contraction to eject the blood to the pulmonary and systemic 

circulatory systems. The autorhythmic cells are capable of generating their own action potentials 

without external input (Tortora, 772). These autorhythmic fibers have “two very important functions: 

1. They act as a pacemaker, setting the rhythm of electrical excitation that causes contraction of 

the heart. 

2. They form the cardiac conduction system, a network of specialized cardiac muscle fibers that 

provide a path for each cycle of cardiac excitation to progress through the heart” (Tortora, 772). 

Of note, the cardiac electrical system does not require external input to function because of these 

autorhythmic fibers (Tortora, 772). To activate the cardiac muscle an action potential is generated. 

Action potentials are a form of electrical signal that relies on several components to occur. Cardiac cells 

have a resting membrane potential that is based upon which ions are present intra- and extracellularly. 

The ions in question are usually potassium (K+), sodium (Na+), and calcium (Ca2+). There are other ions 

involved in the process (such as counter ions like chloride Cl-) but for simplicity only the three listed will 

be looked at.  

When looking at action potentials the concept of a resting membrane potential needs to be explored. 

The membrane is the barrier between cells and the surrounding environment. Each of these have an 

electrical charge developed by the specific concentrations of ions (both positive and negative), and the 

difference between these charges results in the resting membrane potential. This means that 

environmental factors that are external to the cell (such as a change in charge potential) will affect the 

membrane potential. If the membrane change becomes more negative this is said to be hyperpolarized 
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(meaning it is becoming more negative relative inside the cell compared to outside the cell). If the 

membrane change becomes more positive (less negative inside compared to outside) the membrane is 

depolarizing (Hole’s 368). First looking at the autorhythmic fibers in the heart there is the action 

potential that is generated from the SA node.  

Using Figure 9 as a guide the following steps take place electrically to allow the heart to contract in the 

correct sequence: 

1. The Sinoatrial (SA) node is considered the 

primary pacemaker of the heart and has an 

unstable resting membrane potential. This results 

in a repeated depolarization of the SA node, 

which, when depolarization reaches a threshold, 

releases an action potential (AP) (Tortora, 772). 

Within the SA node the action potential 

“propagates throughout both atria via gap 

junctions in the intercalated discs of atrial muscle fibers,” (Tortora, 772) which results in both 

atria contracting simultaneously.    

2. The AV node (atrioventricular node) is the next point the action potential arrives at (note that 

the cardiac skeleton electrically isolates the atria from the ventricles except for at the AV bundle 

as discussed below). The AV node is “located in the interatrial septum, just anterior to the 

opening of the coronary sinus” (Tortora, 774). The AV node plays an important role in slowing 

down the speed of the action potentials propagation, which is to ensure the atria have enough 

time to empty completely into the ventricles (Tortora, 774). 

Figure 9. Cardiac Electrical Conduction System (Tortora, 774). 
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3. Once through the AV node the action potential moves through the AV bundle (atrioventricular 

bundle or the Bundle of His are alternate names) and this point is the only site in the heart 

where the action potentials can be conducted from the atria to the ventricles (Tortora, 774). 

4. The action potential travels down the AV bundle and transitions into the left and right bundle 

branches that “extend through the interventricular septum toward the apex of the heart” 

(Tortora, 774). 

5. From the left and right bundle branches, the action potential goes into the Purkinje fibers that 

“rapidly conduct the action potential beginning at the apex of the heart upward to the 

remainder of the ventricular myocardium. Then the ventricles contract, pushing the blood 

upward toward the semilunar valve” (Tortora, 774).  

This specific sequence, that every action potential generated from the SA node follows (in a healthy 

heart), ensures the correct sequence of contraction from the heart muscle cells. Looking specifically at 

the electrical aspects of this process it 

can be seen that the action potential 

takes the resting membrane potential 

of the autorhythmic cells from around -

60mV to +10mV and back again each 

time. This is illustrated in Figure 10.  

There are several phases associated 

with Figure 10 that result in the 

pacemaker potential. The three phases are Phase 0, Phase 3, and Phase 4 (there are no Phases 1 and 2). 

Phase 0 is known as the upstroke and “In the SA nodal cells, the upstroke is the result of an increase in 

Ca++ conductance and an inward Ca++ current” (Cohen, Lecture 4). This inward calcium current travels in 

on “T-type Ca++ channels (“T” for transient”) (Cohen, Lecture 4). On Figure 10, Phase 0 would be the 

Figure 10. Action Potentials in Autorhythmic Fibers (Tortora, 774) 
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vertical line upward to approximately +10mV. Phase 3 is the repolarization phase that “is due to an 

increase in K+ conductance. Because the electrochemical driving forces on K+ are large, there is an 

outward K+ current, which repolarizes the membrane potential” (Cohen, Lecture 4). On Figure 10, Phase 

3 is the downward traveling line from approximately +10mV to around -60mV. The final phase is Phase 

4, which is the spontaneous depolarization phase. As Dr. Cohen notes, “there is a slow depolarization, 

produced by the opening of Na+ channels and an inward Na+ current (a “funny” channel). This funny 

channel is turned on by repolarization from the preceding action potential, thus ensuring that each 

action potential in the SA node will be followed by another action potential” (Cohen, Lecture 4). This 

results in the spontaneous depolarization and continual generation of action potentials to generate each 

heartbeat. This three-phase pattern in the SA node is very different from that in the AV node. This is due 

to the need for the AV node to slow down the SA node action potential for the atria to empty fully into 

the ventricles. While the electrical signal for the action potential from the SA node looks like Figure 10, 

Figure 11 shows the ventricular myocytes action potential. Note that compared to the SA node, 

ventricular myocytes have a different action potential profile.  

Starting with Phase 4 – resting membrane potential – during this phase the membrane is stable (versus 

the unstable SA node potential) as shown by the 

horizontal line. The “membrane potential fully 

repolarizes during Phase 3 and returns to the resting 

level of about -85mV. During Phase 4, the membrane 

potential is stable again, and inward and outward 

currents are equal” (Cohen, Lecture 4). This stable 

resting membrane potential is a defining 

characteristic of the AV node electrical pattern.  

Phase 0 is the Upstroke, seen in Figure 11 as a Figure 11. Ventricular Myocyte Electrical Activity Pattern 
(Cohen, Lecture 4). 
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vertical increase, which is “caused by a transient increase in Na+ conductance, produced by 

depolarization-induced opening of the activation gates on the Na+ channels” (Cohen, Lecture 4).  

Phase 1 is the initial repolarization which is the small dip from the ~40mV potential at the end of Phase 0 

leading to the plateau in Phase 2. The initial repolarization is the result of two changes occurring: “First, 

the inactivation of the Na+ channels close in response to depolarization. Second, there is an outward K+ 

current, caused by the large driving force on K+ ions” (Cohen, Lecture 4). 

Phase 2 is the plateau phase that maintains a stable period of depolarization with an “increase in Ca2+ 

conductance, which results in an inward Ca2+ current” (Cohen, Lecture 4). This stable period of 

depolarization occurs because “just before the plateau phase begins, some of these K+ channels open, 

allowing potassium ions to leave the contractile fiber. Therefore, depolarization is sustained during the 

plateau phase because Ca2+ inflow just balances K+ outflow” (Tortora, 812). This phase “lasts for about 

0.25 sec, and the membrane potential of the contractile fiber is close to 0 mV. By comparison, 

depolarization in a neuron or skeletal muscle fiber is much briefer, about 1 msec (0.001 sec), because it 

lacks a plateau phase” (Tortora, 812). 

The final phase leading to Phase 4 is the repolarization seen in Phase 3: “During phase 3, repolarization 

results from a combination of a decrease in Ca2+ conductance and an increase in K+ conductance” 

(Cohen, Lecture 4).  The opening of the K+ channels “restores the negative resting membrane potential 

(-90 mV). At the same time, the calcium channels in the sarcolemma and the sarcoplasmic reticulum are 

closing, which also contributes to the repolarization” (Tortora, 812). Following Phase 3 is Phase 4 – 

resting membrane potential. To break the whole cycle down, “the electrical activity (action potential) 

leads to the mechanical response (contraction) after a short delay. As Ca2+ concentration rises inside a 

contractile fiber, Ca+ binds to the regulatory protein troponin, which allows the actin and myosin 

filaments to begin sliding past one another, and tension starts to develop” (Tortora, 812). What is 

important in this cycle for cardiac tissue is the refractory period – that period of time where a “second 
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contraction cannot be triggered” (Tortora, 812). This is to prevent tetanus in the cardiac tissue. Tetanus 

is a period of maintained contraction that “cannot occur in cardiac muscle as it can in skeletal muscle. 

The advantage is apparent if you consider how the ventricles work. Their pumping function depends on 

alternating contraction (when they eject blood) and relaxation (when they refill). If heart muscle could 

undergo tetanus, blood flow would cease” (Tortora, 812).  

Electrocardiogram  

The beating heart relies on a continuous 

supply of action potentials started by the SA 

node and moving through the contractile 

cells. As these AP’s move through the heart 

they can be measured via an 

electrocardiogram, or ECG (or EKG), which 

detects electrical signals. This produces an 

ECG that is “a composite record of action 

potentials produced by the heart muscle 

fibers during each heartbeat” (Tortora, 776). 

These signals are detected via an electrocardiograph, which uses electrodes placed at specific points on 

the body, commonly referred to as a 12 lead ECG. The end result of the placement is the 

“electrocardiograph amplifies the heart’s electrical signals and produces 12 different tracings from 

different combinations of limb and chest leads” (Tortora, 776). These tracings can be used diagnostically 

to compare normal readings to those in a patient for establishing what condition may be afflicting the 

patient. There are four general determinations that can be quickly made from an ECG: “(1) if the 

conducting pathway is abnormal, (2) if the heart is enlarged, (3) if certain regions of the heart are 

damaged, and (4) the cause of chest pain” (Tortora, 776).  The general readings that appear on an ECG 

Figure 12.  ECG Tracing (Tortora, 777). 
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involve a P wave, a QRS complex, and a T wave. These three components will be explained in further 

detail as each electrical signal is associated with what is going on in the heart at each period of time. The 

P wave is the first signal detected and is a “small upward deflection of the ECG. The P wave represents 

atrial depolarization” (Tortora, 776) which has started from a signal in the SA node that then spreads 

throughout the atria contractile fibers. Then the QRS complex develops, which as shown in Figure 12, 

appears as a small downward deflection then a sharp upward deflection followed by a sharp downward 

deflection. The “complex appears due to depolarization of the ventricular fibers just prior to contraction 

of the ventricular walls” (Hole’s, 568). During ventricular depolarization the atria are repolarizing, 

however, this is not seen because the “QRS complex obscures the recording of the atrial repolarization” 

(Hole’s, 568). This is because the ventricular electrical activity is of much greater magnitude than the 

comparatively small atrial electrical activity. The T wave “indicates ventricular repolarization and occurs 

just as the ventricles are starting to relax. The T wave is smaller and wider than the QRS complex 

because repolarization occurs more slowly than depolarization” (Tortora, 812).  

There are also three components to the ECG labeled on Figure 12: P-Q interval, S-T segment, and Q-T 

interval. The P-Q interval is “the time from the beginning of the P wave to the beginning of the QRS 

complex. It represents the conduction time from the beginning of atrial excitation to the beginning of 

ventricular contraction” (Tortora, 813). This corresponds to “the time required for an action potential to 

travel through the atria, atrioventricular node, and the remaining fibers of the conduction system” 

(Tortora, 812). This is an important period of time used diagnostically by physicians when evaluating 

cardiac issues. The S-T segment is a period of time measured from “the end of the S wave and ends at 

the beginning of the T wave, and represents the time when the ventricular contractile fibers are 

depolarized during the plateau phase of the action potential” (Tortora, 813). The plateau phase is Phase 

2 shown in Figure 11.  The third component indicated is the Q-T interval that “extends from the start of 
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the QRS complex to the end of the T wave. It is the time from the beginning of ventricular depolarization 

to the end of ventricular repolarization” (Tortora, 813). 

Movement of Blood Through the Heart 

The heart contracts in such a fashion to allow adequate ejection of blood from the ventricles each 

heartbeat. This relies on the heart chambers beating in a coordinated fashion and can be divided into 

two phases: systole and diastole. The coordination of these two phases are as follows, “atria contract, 

(called atrial systole), while ventricles relax, called ventricular diastole; then ventricles contract 

(ventricular systole) while atria relax (atrial diastole)” (Hole’s, 564). The alternating contracting and 

relaxing, forces “blood from areas of higher pressure to areas of lower pressure. As a chamber of the 

heart contracts, blood pressure within it increases” (Tortora, 815). The increase in blood pressure is 

crucial to opening and closing the atrioventricular and semilunar valves within the heart chambers to 

direct blood flow correctly through the chambers.  

Looking first at atrial systole, “which lasts about 0.1 sec” (Tortora, 815), the contraction of the atria 

occurs while the ventricles are relaxed. The timing of this is important because, “about 70% of the 

returning blood enters the ventricles prior to contraction, and ventricular pressure gradually increases. 

During atrial systole, the remaining 30% of returning blood is pushed into the ventricles” (Hole’s, 564).  

Atrial depolarization is identified as the P wave on the ECG tracing. Then the atrial depolarization results 

in the atrial systole and as “the atria contract, they exert pressure on the blood within, which forces 

blood through the open AV valves into the ventricles. Atrial systole contributes a final 25 mL of blood to 

the volume already in each ventricle” (Tortora, 815). The total amount of blood volume at the end of 

atrial systole, which also corresponds to the end of ventricular diastole, is ~130 mL of blood. This “blood 

volume is called the end-diastolic volume (EDV)” (Tortora, 815). EDV is the volume of blood that is in the 

ventricles prior to the ventricles contracting to eject blood out into pulmonary/systemic circulation. Of 
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note here is that the “QRS complex in the ECG marks the onset of ventricular depolarization” (Tortora, 

815). 

Following atrial systole the ventricles being their systolic phase and this “lasts about 0.3 sec” (Tortora, 

815), and during this phase there is a period where all the heart valves are closed. When ventricular 

systole begins, there is a pressure increase inside the ventricles, which “pushes blood up against the 

atrioventricular (AV) valves, forcing them shut. For about 0.05 seconds, both the SL (semilunar) and AV 

valves are closed. This is the period of isovolumetric contraction” (Tortora, 815). During this period of 

time when all the valves are closed, the ventricles are starting to contract but the sarcomeres have not 

yet started to shorten. This period of isovolumetric contraction is important to generate the internal 

pressure in the ventricles required before “it exceeds aortic pressure to open the aortic valve” (Cohen, 

Lecture 5) – when looking at the left ventricle. Similarly, the right ventricle is simultaneously undergoing 

the same process to generate the pressure required to exceed that of the pulmonary system to open the 

pulmonary valve. When the aortic pressure is overcome by the increasing pressure generated in the left 

ventricle “the aortic valve is forced open and ejection of blood begins” (Cohen, Lecture 5). Due to the 

pressure required to open the aortic valve, “the ventricular volume decreases substantially as blood is 

rapidly pumped out” (Cohen, Lecture 5).  When blood is being pumped out of the ventricles, “the period 

when the SL valves are open is ventricular ejection and lasts about 0.25 sec. The pressure in the left 

ventricle continues to rise to about 120 mmHg, whereas pressure in the right ventricle climbs to about 

25 – 30 mmHg” (Tortora, 815). The difference in pressures is reflected by the need for the left ventricle 

to provide enough pressure to pump blood through the entire body. During this ejection phase, the left 

ventricle pumps out about “70 mL of blood into the aorta and the right ventricle ejects the same volume 

of blood into the pulmonary trunk. The volume remaining in each ventricle at the end of systole, about 

60mL, is the end-systolic volume (ESV)” (Tortora, 815). These two volumes, end-diastolic and end-

systolic, can be used to calculate the stroke volume, or the amount of blood ejected per heartbeat, “SV 
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= EDV – ESV. At rest, the stroke volume is about 130 mL – 60mL = 70 mL” (Tortora, 817). The end of 

ventricular contraction coincides with the start of ventricular repolarization, as seen on the ECG with the 

T wave. Of note there is a period of time when both atria and ventricles are in diastole – this is known as 

total cardiac diastole (Tortora, 781). 

During this period of time (ventricular repolarization), the pressure of the ventricles has dropped but 

“the AV valve is not yet open, because ventricular pressure still exceeds atrial pressure, so no blood can 

enter the ventricle from the atrium” (Cohen, Lecture 5). Then a period of time known as isovolumetric 

ventricular relaxation occurs when “left ventricular pressure drops below the aortic pressure and the 

aortic valve closes. Left ventricular volume remains constant because all the valves are closed” (Cohen, 

Lecture 5). The ventricles continue to relax and the pressure drops until “the AV valves open, and 

ventricular filling begins. The major part of ventricular filling occurs just after the AV valves open” 

(Tortora, 817). This is important because “during times of rapid heart rate, the length of diastole is 

reduced to a much greater extent than is the length of systole” (Cohen, Lecture 5). As the relaxation 

period ends, “the ventricles are about three-quarters full. The P wave appears in the ECG, signaling the 

start of another cardiac cycle” (Tortora, 817). This cycle continues unbroken in a normal, healthy heart 

until death. 

Blood Vessels 

To move the blood from the heart through the body (systemic circulation) and through the lungs 

(pulmonary circulation) there is an intricate network of blood vessels. Moving blood away from the 

heart are arteries (which carry oxygenated blood with one exception mentioned below). To return blood 

to the heart from the body (deoxygenated blood) there are veins. The blood vessels “form a closed 

circuit of tubes that carries blood from the heart to the body cells and back again. These vessels include 
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arteries, arterioles, capillaries, venules, and veins” (Hole’s, 573). To begin with, it is important to look at 

the structure of the arteries and veins, as well as the differences between them. 

Arteries and Arterioles 

The arteries are “strong, elastic 

vessels adapted for carrying the 

blood away from the heart under 

high pressure” (Hole’s, 574). The 

arteries need to be very strong and 

elastic because they are receiving 

the blood directly from the left 

ventricle via the aorta. The left 

ventricle ejects blood at around 

120mmHg into the aorta so the arteries need to be able to handle this pressure.  

There are three main layers to the arteries as seen in Figure 13.  The outermost layer of the artery is 

called the tunica externa. This is a thin layer that “chiefly consists of connective tissue with irregular 

elastic and collagenous fibers. This layer attaches the artery to the surrounding tissue” (Hole’s, 576). The 

middle layer is called the tunica media and “makes up the bulk of the arterial wall. It includes smooth 

muscle fibers, which encircle the tube, and a thick layer of elastic connective tissue” (Hole’s, 576). The 

reason for this thick layer of elastic tissue is to “regulate the diameter of the lumen. An increase in 

sympathetic stimulation typically stimulates the smooth muscle to contract, squeezing the vessel wall 

and narrowing the lumen” (Tortora, 803). This is known as vasoconstriction. If, however, the smooth 

muscle fibers relax, the lumen diameter will increase and this is called vasodilation. These changes are 

important as they “greatly influence blood flow and blood pressure” (Hole’s, 576). The innermost layer 

of the artery is called the tunica interna. This “forms the inner lining of the blood vessel and is in direct 

Figure 13. Structure of Arteries and Veins (Tortora, 804). 
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contact with the blood as it flows through the lumen” (Tortora, 803). There are three sub layers to the 

tunica interna: the endothelium, the basement membrane, and the internal elastic lamina.  

The endothelium “is a thin layer of flattened cells that lines the inner surface of the entire cardiovascular 

system (heart and blood vessels)” (Tortora, 803). This layer of endothelial cells play several roles within 

the tunica interna including: “physical influences on blood flow, secretion of locally acting chemical 

mediators that influence the contractile state of the vessel’s overlying smooth muscle, and assistance 

with capillary permeability” (Tortora, 803). These functions all contribute to maintaining blood flow 

throughout the body, perfusion to all the tissues, and help in regulating blood pressure.  

The basement membrane is what “provides a physical support base for the epithelial layer” (Tortora, 

803). The basement membrane is what acts to anchor the endothelium. It is made up of collagen fibers 

that give “significant tensile strength, yet its properties also provide resilience for stretching and recoil” 

(Tortora, 803).  The final layer component of the tunic interna is the internal elastic lamina. This layer is 

a “thin sheet of elastic fibers with a variable number of window-like openings that give it the look of 

Swiss cheese. These openings facilitate diffusion of materials through the tunica interna to the thicker 

tunica media” (Tortora, 803). 

Arteries can be divided into elastic arteries and muscular arteries. The elastic arteries are “the largest 

arteries in the body, ranging from the garden hose-sized aorta and pulmonary trunk to the finger-sized 

branches of the aorta” (Tortora, 805). These arteries have the greatest diameter of all arteries due to 

their purpose of taking blood ejected from the left ventricle and distributing it to systemic circulation. 

Due to this high pressure and high blood volume environment, “their vessel walls are relatively thin 

compared with the overall size of the vessel” (Tortora, 805). It may seem surprising that the vessels 

handling the greatest pressure and volume load have a thinner wall section, but the composition of the 

elastic arteries allows for this and serves a specific purpose. The vessels do have the standard three 

tissue layers described above, but in their tunica media it is “dominated by elastic fibers, called the 
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elastic lamellae” (Tortora, 805). These elastic lamellae are what allow the elastic arteries to not only 

handle the high pressure and blood volume from the left ventricle, but they act as conducting arteries. 

This purpose allows for the continual flow of blood while the ventricles are relaxing following 

contraction. The elastic arteries achieve this through the elastic lamellae allowing for an increased 

stretch of the vessel, and as these fibers are stretched, they “store mechanical energy, functioning as a 

pressure reservoir. Then, the elastic fibers recoil and convert stored (potential) energy in the vessel into 

kinetic energy of the blood” (Tortora, 805). By stretching the elastic fibers, the blood ejected from the 

left ventricle creates a mechanical pumping action within the elastic arteries to maintain blood flow 

after ventricular contraction. This has important implications in aging related diseases where the 

compliance of the arteries is affected, impacting blood flow and cardiac performance.  

The muscular arteries differ from the elastic arteries in the composition of their tunica media. In the 

case of muscular arteries, their tunica media “contains more smooth muscle and fewer elastic fibers” 

(Tortora, 806) which results in a much more muscular, and thicker, arterial wall. Compared to the elastic 

arteries then, muscular arteries “are capable of greater vasoconstriction and vasodilation to adjust the 

rate of blood flow” (Tortora, 806), which means they are also called “distributing arteries” (Tortora, 

806). Since the vessel wall of the muscular artery is predominately muscle compared to the elastic 

artery, they do not function to propel blood via stretching elastic muscle fibers. Instead, the muscular 

arteries act to help maintain “vessel pressure and efficient blood flow” (Tortora, 806) through vascular 

tone – keeping a “state of partial contraction” (Tortora, 806). 

The next branch of arteries is called arterioles. These are a smaller version of the arteries described 

above, and act to “regulate the flow of blood into the capillary network of the body’s tissues” (Tortora, 

806). This regulation is achieved via resistance – the “opposition to blood flow” (Tortora, 806). The 

resistance to blood flow is dependent on three factors: “1. Viscosity of the blood; 2. Vessel length; 3. 

Vessel radius” (Cohen, Lecture 8. Viscosity is a result of the friction that is inherent in the circulatory 
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system from the molecules sliding over each other during fluid flow (Cohen, Lecture 8). This is why 

arterioles are known as the resistance vessels. The main component of the resistance is from “friction 

between blood and the inner walls of blood vessels” (Tortora, 806). This is why the smaller the vessel 

the greater the resistance from the increased friction. As Dr. Cohen explains in Lecture 8, “a slight 

change in the radius of a vessel brings about a large chance in flow – because the resistance is inversely 

proportional to the 4th power of the radius” (Cohen). Thus, with the ability to vasoconstrict and 

vasodilate, thereby changing the vessel diameter (and therefore the radius), the arterioles ensure that 

the pressure of the systemic circulatory system (generated from the left ventricle contracting) is 

reduced sufficiently prior to the blood entering the capillary network. If this regulation of pressure via 

resistance is compromised (through disease, infection etc.), then the blood flow through the capillaries 

is affected, affecting the tissues ability to uptake nutrients from the blood and remove cellular waste.   

To help with this vasodilation and vasoconstriction the arterioles vessel wall composition is different 

again from the elastic and muscular arteries. The tunica interna of arterioles is composed of a “thin, 

fenestrated (with small pores) internal elastic lamina that disappears at the terminal end” (Tortora, 

806). The tunic media of arterioles is composed of a few layers of smooth muscle cells, which have “a 

circular orientation in the vessel wall” (Tortora, 806). The arterioles tunica externa “consists of areolar 

connective tissue containing abundant unmyelinated sympathetic nerves” (Tortora, 806).  The terminal 

end of the arteriole tapers towards the capillary junction and is called the metarteriole. This junction 

contains the “precapillary sphincter, which monitors the blood flow into the capillary” (Tortora, 806) and 

responds to the sympathetic nerve inputs and chemical mediators to “alter the diameter of arterioles 

and thus vary the rate of blood flow and resistance through these vessels” (Tortora, 806).  This changing 

diameter of the arterioles also has an effect on blood pressure. Arterioles that vasoconstrict “increase 

blood pressure, and vasodilation of arterioles decreases blood pressure” (Tortora, 806).  
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A final important feature of arteries and arterioles is something called anastomoses. This is where body 

tissue is supplied blood from more than one artery (or arteriole) providing alternate routes of blood 

delivery to body tissue if one artery was blocked. This helps to prevent the total cessation of blood flow 

to vital body tissue (such as cardiac tissue) through the alternative blood supply routes that 

anastomoses provide (Tortora, 806). 

Capillaries 

Figure 14 illustrates the three different types of capillaries contained 

in the human body. These are the smallest blood vessles in the body 

and “form the U-turn that conect the arterial outflow to the venous 

return” (Tortora, 806).  The diameter of the capillaries limits the flow 

of red blood cells through them to one at a time, and are “the site of 

exchange of materials between the blood and tissues” (Cohen, 

Lecture 9).  

The vast capillary network that extends throughout the body is 

comprised of some 20 billion capillaries that allows for the maximal 

surface area of contact between the cells of the body and the blood (Tortora, 806).  With the purpose of 

allowing for the diffusion of nutrients from the blood to body tissue, as well as the uptake of cellular 

waste by the blood from body tissue, capillaries “are found near almost every cell in the body” (Tortora, 

807). What establishes the number of capillaries that are present in body tissue is the metabolic activity 

of that specific tissue. Some body tissues (such as skeletal muscle) can exhibit a much higher metabolic 

activity rate than other body tissue (such as tendons for example). The more metabolically active tissues 

will have more capillaries available due to their increased requirement for delivery of oxygen and 

nutrients. This delivery of oxygen and nutrients, and the removal of wastes, is accomplished via diffusion 

Figure 14. Capillaries (Tortora, 808) 
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and there are three factors influencing diffusion in capillaries: “1. Diffusing molecules only have a short 

distance to travel; 2. Incredible number of capillaries (from 10 – 40 billion); 3. Slow moving blood” 

(Cohen, Lecture 9). The diffusion is only possible because of the structure of capillaries. There are no 

tunic media or tunica externa in capillaries. Instead, there is “only a single layer of endothelial cells and a 

basement membrane” (Tortora, 807). Diffusion occurs because it is only passing through a single cell 

layer to reach the body tissues. Diffusion does not occur through the other blood vessels (such as 

arteries or veins) because they have multiple cell wall layers. As blood flows from the arteriolar end of 

through the capillary and into the venular end, the slow moving blood flow (from the diameter of the 

capillaries compared to the red blood cells) is controlled by vasomotion. Vasomotion is the “intermittent 

contraction and relaxation, which may occur 5 to 10 times per minute” (Tortora, 807) of the precapillary 

sphincters. When the precapillary sphincters open blood flows in from the arteriolar end moving blood 

through the capillary. When the precapillary sphincter is closed, there is no resulting blood flow.  

The three types of capillaries are shown in Figure 14: Continuous; Fenestrated; Sinusoid. Each is found in 

different body tissue serving similar functions. Continuous capillaries are the most common and are 

found “in the central nervous system, lungs, skin, muscle tissue, and the skin” (Tortora, 808). Continuous 

capillaries only let small molecules pass through due to their construction. The “endothelial cells form a 

continuous tube that is interrupted only by intercellular clefts, gaps between neighboring endothelial 

cells” (Tortora, 808).  Fenestrated capillaries have little openings, like windows, in their endothelial cells 

that allow larger molecules to pass through them than continuous capillaries do. Fenestrated capillaries 

are found in “the kidneys, villi of the small intestine, choroid plexuses of the ventricles in the brain, 

ciliary processes of the eyes, and most endocrine glands” (Tortora, 808). The sinusoid capillaries have a 

larger diameter than the other types, and much larger fenestrations in the endothelial cells, as well as 

having a basement membrane that is not continuous. The larger fenestrations in the sinusoids allow for 

“proteins and in some cases even blood cells to pass from a tissue into the bloodstream” (Tortora, 808). 
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These capillaries often have “specialized lining cells that are adapted to the function of the tissue” 

(Tortora, 808) which allows for uses in different roles within the body. An example of this is within the 

liver, where sinusoid capillaries “contain phagocytic cells that remove bacteria and other debris from the 

blood” (Tortora, 808). Sinusoid capillaries are also found in the “spleen, anterior pituitary, and 

parathyroid and adrenal glands” (Tortora, 808).  

 

Veins and Venules 

Moving on from the capillary beds, blood then flows firstly into venules, then veins, on its journey back 

to the right atrium of the heart. The construction of venules and veins is very different from that of 

arteries, and they “have thin walls that do not readily maintain their shape” (Tortora, 808) compared to 

the much thicker walled (and more muscular/elastic) arteries as can be seen in Figure 13.  

Initially the venules directly off the capillary bed are the smallest and are called postcapillary venules. 

They function as “significant sites of exchange of nutrients and wastes and white blood cell emigration” 

(Tortora, 808). This role helps to maintain homeostasis in the body by ensuring body tissues can take up 

the nutrients needed to function, as well as remove the toxic cellular wastes away to be excreted from 

the body.  

Veins provide both a pathway for blood back to the heart, but also function as a blood reservoir (Cohen, 

Lecture 9). Compared to arteries, veins have a much thinner tunica interna and tunica media, with their 

tunica externa being the thickest layer with mostly collagen and elastic fibers (Tortora, 809). The veins 

and venules have much thinner walls than arteries because they are not dealing with the same pressure 

as the arteries are. Since the arteries are taking the blood directly ejected from the heart via the left 

ventricle, they needed to have much thicker (and stronger) walls to handle this pressure. The veins, 

however, are a low-pressure return system. To serve their main purpose of returning blood to the heart 

(via the right atrium), there are several factors that affect the venous return.  These include, “1. Cardiac 
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contraction (suction); 2. Sympathetically induced venous vasoconstriction; 3. Skeletal muscle activity; 4. 

Venous valves; 5. Respiratory activity” (Cohen, Lecture 9). Each of these factors is important to help 

move the deoxygenated blood from the capillary beds back to the right atrium. 

Cardiac contraction refers to the decrease in pressure seen in the atria during ventricular contraction. As 

ventricular contraction occurs, the atria are enlarged by the AV valves moving downwards. This 

expansion in the size of the atrial chambers causes the pressure within them to drop below 0mmHg, 

which helps to suction the blood from the veins into the atria (Cohen, Lecture 9). Sympathetic nervous 

system activity works to increase venous return through vasoconstriction. By vasoconstricting the 

venous system slightly, there is an increase in venous pressure driving blood flow back to the heart 

(Cohen, Lecture 9). Another important venous return factor is via the skeletal muscle pump. This 

mechanism relies on the fact that most of the large veins in the body are between skeletal muscles, and 

when these muscles contract the veins are compressed which forces blood onward toward the heart 

(Cohen, Lecture 9). Venous valves play a very important role in ensuring that venous blood only flows in 

one direction – toward the heart. These valves are spaced evenly through the venous return system, and 

since it is a low-pressure system, it can allow “blood returning to the heart to slow and even back up; 

the valves aid in venous return by preventing the backflow of blood” (Tortora, 809). Varicose veins are a 

result of the failure of these valves (Cohen, Lecture 9). The final factor is via the action of the respiratory 

system. As the lungs expand and contract with breathing the pressure within the chest cavity can drop 

to below atmospheric pressure. This creates a vacuum in essence that helps to suction the blood 

onward toward the heart (Cohen, Lecture 9).  

Blood 

Blood is a mixture of many different components combined in order to transport “nutrients, oxygen, 

wastes, and hormones; helps regulate the stability of the interstitial fluid; and distributes heat” (Hole’s, 
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523). In terms of total body weight, “blood represents about 8%” (Cohen, Lecture 10), and an 

“averaged-sized adult has a blood volume of about 5 liters” (Hole’s, 523). Of note, blood is a “liquid 

connective tissue that consists of cells surrounded by a liquid extracellular matrix. The extracellular 

matrix is called blood plasma, and it suspends various cells and cell fragments” (Tortora, 728).  Blood can 

be broken down into two general components – blood plasma and the formed elements – and the 

formed elements are what contain the range of blood cells such as red blood cells, white blood cells etc.  

 

Blood Plasma 

Figure 15 diagrams what happens to a blood sample when 

centrifuged. Centrifuging involves placing the test sample in 

a centrifuge machine that spins the sample at a very high 

rate of speed. The result is the components of the sample 

separate out by weight, with the heavier elements spun 

towards the bottom of the test tube. All the formed elements will be spun to the bottom of the test 

tube (which sits on the outside of the rotation in the centrifuge), while the lighter plasma layer appears 

on top. There is also the buffy coat layer in between the red blood cell layer and the plasma layer. The 

buffy coat is a layer that is composed of “pale, colorless white blood cells (WBCs) and platelets” 

(Tortora, 729). As can be seen in Figure 1, the percentage of each layer tends to be Red blood cells = 

45%, Buffy Coat = 1%, and Plasma = 55% (Tortora, 729).  

The blood plasma is approximately 90% water and “plasma water is a transport medium for many 

organic and inorganic substances” (Cohen, Lecture 10). The remaining 10% of the plasma are solutes, 

and the majority of these are proteins (Tortora, 731).  The three main types of plasma proteins are 

“albumins, globulins, and fibrinogen” (Hole’s, 535).  Albumins are synthesized in the liver, are the 

smallest plasma protein, but make up almost 60% of the plasma weight; hence, they play an important 

Figure 15. Separated Blood via Centrifuging 
(Tortora, 730) 
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role in establishing the osmotic pressure of blood plasma (Hole’s, 535). Albumins also play a role in 

binding and transporting “certain molecules, such as bilirubin, free fatty acids, many hormones, and 

certain drugs” (Hole’s, 535).  

Globulins are important in helping the “transport of lipids and fat soluble vitamins,” and are 

approximately 36% of the total weight of plasma proteins (Hole’s, 535). They can be broken down into 

three subunits: alpha and beta, synthesized in the liver, and gamma produced in lymphatic tissue 

(Hole’s, 535).  

Fibrinogen makes up about 4% of the plasma proteins and is critical for blood coagulation (Hole’s, 535). 

Fibrinogen is “synthesized in the liver” and is the largest plasma protein (Hole’s, 535).  

Blood plasma does not only consist of proteins. Plasma also contains “electrolytes, nutrients, regulatory 

substances such as enzymes and hormones, gases, and waste products such as urea, uric acid, 

creatinine, ammonia, and bilirubin” (Tortora, 731). Since plasma is predominately water based, the fat-

soluble lipids (such as fats, phospholipids, and triglycerides) are “carried in the plasma by joining with 

proteins, forming lipoprotein complexes” (Hole’s, 537).  Blood plasma has blood gases within it too. 

These include the most important two blood gases of oxygen and carbon dioxide (Hole’s, 536).  

Formed Elements 

The formed elements are the more familiar blood constituents, such as red blood cells. There are “three 

principal components: red blood cells 

(RBCs), white blood cells (WBCs), and 

platelets” (Tortora, 731).  

Blood cells “originate in red bone 

marrow from hematopoietic stem 

cells” (Hole’s, 524). These stem cells 

Figure 16. Formed Elements of Blood (Tortora, 730). 
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are able to divide to create more stem cells and differentiated cells (Hole’s, 524). The original 

hematopoietic stem cell will typically divide into one of two stem cell lineages: myeloid or lymphoid 

stem cells. These lineages are what then differentiate further into the various types of blood cells shown 

in Figure 16 (Hole’s, 525).  

Red Blood Cells 

Red Blood Cells (RBCs) are also known as erythrocytes. These are very small bioconcave discs (thinner in 

the center) that are approximately 7.5 µm in diameter, and their shape is a specific adapatation for the 

main function of RBCs – transporting gases 

(Holes, 526).  

This distinctive biconcave shape can be seen in 

Figure 16. The RBC has the thicker outer rim, 

which thins as it moves towards the center. This 

shape allows for an increase in the surface area 

of the RBC that gases can diffuse through, allows 

the hemoglobin molecules (that carry the oxygen) to be closer to the cell membrane, as well as 

providing the flexibility needed by the RBC to squeeze through the capillaries (Holes, 526). When looking 

at how many RBCs are in a typical adult male there are about “5.4 million red blood cells per microliter 

(µL) of blood, and a healthy adult female has about 4.8 million”(Tortora, 735). In any one milliliter of 

blood in the body, there are around 5 billion RBCs (Cohen, Lecture 10). This is important to keep in mind 

as the number of RBCs can (and will) change in response to stressors placed on the body discussed later. 

The number of RBCs will increase in the blood if there is decreased oxygen supply for example. The body 

tries to compensate for the reduced oxygen availability by producing more RBCs to pick up what oxygen 

is available. The number of RBCs in circulation are measured, and used diagnostically, by physicians in 

evaluating various diseases. Tortora also points out that RBCs have an incredibly rapid turnover and that 

Figure 16. Scanning Electron Micrograph of Blood (Tortora, 
724). 
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“new mature cells must enter the circulation at the astonishing rate of at least 2 million per second, a 

pace that balances the equally high rate of RBC destruction” (Tortora, 735).  A single RBC lives for only 

around 120 days due to all the wear and tear that occurs from their pathway through the body – 

especially through capillaries (Tortora, 736).  

RBCs are unique in the body in containing no nuclei or typical cellular machinery. This means RBCs do 

not divide or produce messenger RNA (used in transcription and translation of cells). This lack of cellular 

machinery frees up more space for hemoglobin for the main role of RBCs – to carry oxygen (Holes, 526).  

The lack of cellular machinery is important because it means the only way RBCs can generate ATP 

(adenosine triphosphate – the energy source of the body) is anaerobically – without oxygen – which 

prevents RBCs from using any of the oxygen they transport (Tortora, 735). Transporting oxygen in RBCs 

requires a molecule to bind the oxygen and hold onto it until the target tissues are reached. This is 

achieved through the molecule hemoglobin. Hemoglobin is a specialized molecule that is shaped into 

four rings with an iron ion (Fe+) at each center that can hold onto one oxygen molecule. With each RBC 

containing approximately 280 million hemoglobin molecules, and each hemoglobin molecule able to 

hold four oxygen molecules, the ability of the blood to carry oxygen is incredible (Tortora, 735). 

The mechanism by which RBCs carry oxygen and deliver it to the tissues relies on pH balances. Venous 

blood has a pH around 7.35, while arterial blood has a pH around 7.44 (Ophardt). The changing affinity 

for oxygen is displayed on oxyhemoglobin disassociation curves. These diagrams illustrate what changes 

in pH do to the ability of RBCs to pick up oxygen. This difference in pH changes the interaction of 

hemoglobin with oxygen, resulting in the unloading of oxygen and collecting of carbon dioxide by 

hemoglobin for transport back to the lungs. There is also the partial pressure of the gases to consider. It 

is the partial pressure of oxygen driving the loading of hemoglobin with oxygen molecules (Cohen, 

Lecture 13). In the lungs, the concentration of oxygen is the greatest, and this drives the oxygen into the 

blood to be picked up by hemoglobin for transport to tissues throughout the body. As the RBCs travel 
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throughout the body the concentration of oxygen outside the RBC in the surrounding tissue drops. This 

drop in concentration triggers the hemoglobin to release the oxygen molecules being carried to 

oxygenate the tissues. At the same time as oxygen concentration is decreasing, the concentration of 

carbon dioxide is increasing. This results in carbon dioxide replacing oxygen in the RBCs to be carried 

back to the lungs to be exhaled from the body. This mechanism of oxygen and carbon dioxide transport 

(as well as other nutrients) is the main function of RBCs in the body during their 120 day life cycle. 

White Blood Cells 

White blood cells (WBCs or leukocytes) are the main defense system of the body. WBCs are divided into 

either granulocytes or agranulocytes that circulate throughout the body (Figure 17). There are 

neutrophils, 

eosinophils, 

basophils, 

monocytes, and 

lymphocytes. 

WBCs help to protect the body against disease and illness through phagocytizing foreign particles 

(enveloping the particle and digesting it with a strong acid away from other body tissues), or by 

producing antibodies that act like soldiers and attack invading pathogens (Hole’s, 533). 

Neutrophils are the first response team of WBCs are arrive at infection sites first (Hole’s, 531) and are 

strongly involved in attacking invading bacteria, as well as dead matter (old RBCs for example) present in 

the cells, through phagocytosis. They also function in defense against certain fungi infections (Tortora, 

740). Eosinophils are involved in moderating allergic reactions and dealing with parasitic worms (Hole’s, 

531).  Basophils are involved in releasing histamine at sites of injury to the body that promotes 

inflammation, as well as releasing heparin to prevent blood clotting. This mechanism is used to increase 

blood flow to this injury site (Hole’s, 532). Monocytes are strongly involved in cleaning up dead matter 

Figure 17. Scanning Electron Micrograph of WBCs (Tortora, 739) 
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within the body through phagocytosis, as well as removing bacteria and other foreign matter. The 

lymphocytes are T cells and B cells that are the defense mechanism of the body against illness and 

disease. These cells are involved in either directly attacking the pathogen (T cells), or producing 

antibodies that attack foreign molecules or attract T cells to do so (Hole’s, 532).  

Development of the Heart 

The conditions described in this 

paper are the result of defects in the 

development of the heart in utero. 

Having a general overview of how the 

heart develops is important when 

looking at the congenital heart 

defects.  

Looking at Figure 18 there are several 

obvious development stages that the heart progresses through. Initially the first cardiac precursor cells 

come from the lateral mesoderm and create the crescent shape seen in Figure 18, A, through two waves 

of cell movement. This is the first heart template and occurs by around Day 15 of the cardiac 

development. The first heart field (shown in pink and red in Figure 18) will develop into the left and right 

atrium, and the left ventricle. The yellow shape in Figure 18 is the second heart field, and this will form 

the right ventricle, the pulmonary artery, and the aorta (Robbins, 1086). In Figure 18, B, at around Day 

21, the developing heart is no longer “bilaterally symmetrical, taking the shape of an inverted Y” 

(Moorman, 807), and the second heart field cells beginning to migrate through the anterior and 

posterior tubes as shown by the arrows (Robbins, 1086). This migration of cells starts the formation of 

the right ventricle, parts of the atria, and the conotruncus. At around Day 28 the heart undergoes a 

Figure 18. Cardiac Development (Robbins, 1086) 

Ao, aorta; AS, aortic sac; DA, ductus arteriosus; LA, left atrium; LCA, left carotid artery; LSCA, left subclavian 

artery; LV, left ventricle; PA, pulmonary artery; RA, right atrium; RCA, right carotid artery; RSCA, right 

subclavian artery; V, ventricle (Robbins 1086) 
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structural transformation as the heart tube loops to the right forming the shape shown in Figure 18, C 

(Robbins, 1086). The primary tube is elongated prior to this folding, and the dorsal mesocardium that is 

“initially tethering the developing left ventricle to the mediastinum, undergoes disruption and liberates 

the larger part of the tube. Once liberated, the tube bends itself to the right” (Moorman, 808).This 

folding of the tube to the right allows for the continued development of the cardiac structure, as well as 

providing the foundation for the four chambers to develop. The formation of the arteries starts to occur 

at this stage. Moving on to Figure 18, D, which shows the heart development at around Day 50, the 

heart has continued to develop into the typical arrangement of atria and ventricles to give the four 

chambered heart (Robbins, 1086).  

Tetralogy of Fallot.  

This condition is “the most common form of cyanotic congenital heart disease, and one of the first to be 

successfully repaired by congenital heart surgeons” (Apitz, 1462). Cyanosis is the condition whereby 

tissue is not receiving adequate oxygenation as a direct result of the congenital condition (congenital 

meaning present at birth). Since there is an issue with the blood flow and supply between the atria, 

ventricles, pulmonary and systemic circulations, the blood is not adequately oxygenated in the lungs, or 

adequately delivered to and from the heart. There is no single tetralogy of fallot condition but rather, as 

Apitz notes, “a family of diseases, all characterized by a similar intracardiac anatomy” (1462). The actual 

term tetralogy of fallot refers to a specific set of four 

characteristics seen in this condition: “(i) ventricular septal defect 

with (ii) over-riding of the aorta, (iii) right ventricular outflow 

obstruction, and (iv) right ventricular hypertrophy” (Apitz, 1462). 

These four characteristics are the result of embryological 

developmental failures in the fetus and can be seen in Figure 19. 

Figure 19. Autopsied Heart Showing 
Tetralogy of Fallot Cardinal Features 

(Bailliard) 
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The right ventricular outflow obstruction (point iii above) is noted as the subpulmonary stenosis in this 

figure – stenosis is an abnormal narrowing of a passage. As Bailliard mentions, there is the necessity for 

both “antero-cephalad deviation of the developing ventricular septum,” as well as, “abnormal 

morphology of the septoparietal trabeculations that encircle the subpulmonary outflow tract” to result 

in tetralogy (Bailliard). The issues that arise in congenital heart defects due to structural problems are 

typically in one of the three major categories as described by Robbins: “Malformations causing a left-to-

right shunt; Malformations causing a right-to-left shunt; Malformations causing an obstruction” (1089). 

The shunt is what creates the issues with blood flow directionality within the chambers of the heart. It is 

an “abnormal communication between chambers or blood vessels” (Robbins, 1089) and allows blood 

flow to occur down the pressure gradients created in the beating heart. The result is blood flowing in 

directions it normally should not. Specifically looking at the tetralogy of fallot, this is one of the “most 

important congenital causes of right-to-left shunts” (Robbins, 1089). As Robbins states, “when blood 

from the right side of the circulation flows directly to the left side (right-to-left shunt), hypoxemia and 

cyanosis (a dusky blueness of the skin and mucous membranes) results because of the admixture of 

poorly oxygenated venous blood with systemic arterial blood” (1089). In having a shunt between the 

right and left sides of the heart, the blood is allowed to mix. This means that blood returning from the 

lungs is mixed in the heart directly with blood returning from systemic circulation. The blood returning 

from systemic circulation has already passed its oxygen onto the body tissues, and so having it mix in the 

heart chambers, and then return to systemic circulation without being reoxygenated via the pulmonary 

circulation, lowers the overall oxygen carrying capacity of the blood. This reduces oxygen supply to the 

tissues of the body as well. Other serious issues can arise from right-to-left shunts such as, “emboli 

arising in peripheral veins can bypass the lungs and directly enter the systemic circulation”, and also 

cause “brain infarction and abscess” (Robbins, 1089). Cyanosis that occurs over a prolonged period can 

also result in the “clubbing of the tips of the fingers and toes (called hypertrophic osteoarthropathy) and 
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polycythemia” (Robbins, 1089). Polycythemia is the condition of having an elevated number of RBCs in 

circulation and is usually a response by the body to increase the oxygen carrying capacity of the blood, 

by increasing the number of RBCs available to pick up any available oxygen from the lungs. Interestingly, 

tetralogy of fallot includes VSD – ventricular septal defect. Typically, 

this condition causes a left-to-right shunt, which does not normally 

cause cyanosis. What a VSD does cause, is the increased right 

ventricular hypertrophy seen in tetralogy of fallot (Robbins, 1089). 

This is why tetralogy of fallot is known as a family of conditions, 

because each part contributes significantly different challenges to 

the cardiovascular system performing correctly. As can be seen in 

Figure 20, the VSD lies between the left and right ventricles of the 

heart. The formation of the VSD is a result of “incomplete closure of 

the ventricular septum, allowing free communication of blood” (Robbins, 1091). This is what allows the 

oxygenated and deoxygenated blood to mix, lowering the overall oxygen available for delivery to the 

tissues of the body.  

Figure 21 shows the classic representation of the tetralogy of fallot, 

and the VSD is easily seen as shown by the black arrow from the 

right ventricle indicating blood flow into the left ventricle. Normally 

this would be impossible due to the interventricular septum 

separating the right and left ventricles. Also the right ventricular 

hypertrophy is easily seen with the much greater thickness of the 

myocardium of the right ventricle. In a typical heart the left 

ventricle is the more muscular side of the heart having to push 

blood out against the resistance of the systemic circulatory system. 

Figure 20. Ventricular Septal Defect 
(Robbins, 1090) 

Figure 21. Tetralogy of Fallot (Robbins, 
1094) 
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In Figure 19 the subpulmonary stenosis is visible. This is immediately above the black letters RV 

(standing for Right Ventricle) in Figure 19 and are the larger cross-sections of muscle. Figure 19 also 

illustrates the narrowing of the opening into the pulmonary trunk that causes the obstruction seen in 

tetralogy of fallot. The tetrad of features that form tetralogy of fallot all result “embryologically from 

anterosuperior displacement of the infundibular septum” (Robbins, 1094). This displacement ties into 

the embryological development section of the heart covered earlier. When the heart is undergoing its 

separation to form its chambers and tubes, there can be an unequal partition developing within the 

“truncus arteriosis by the truncoconal ridges” which “misplaces the infundibular septum, the structure 

that divides the two ventricular outflow tracts. The anteriosuperior displacement of the infundibular 

septum causes pulmonary stenosis in addition to causing the aorta to override the VSD that results from 

failure of the trunconconal ridges to fuse with the muscular intraventricular septum” (Brown, 771). 

The VSD can vary in size amongst patients who have this condition (prior to diagnosis and repair) but “in 

almost all instances, the interventricular communication is unrestrictive, allowing for bidirectional 

shunting” (Bailliard). This allows blood flow in either direction through the VSD seen in patients with 

tetralogy of fallot.  

Looking at the override of the aorta, this results because of the displacement of the infundibular 

septum, which in turn displaces the outlet from the right ventricle (Bailliard). This feature of the 

overriding aorta can increase the subpulmonary stenosis, and it is this increase in subpulmonary stenosis 

that will determine the directionality of the shunting that occurs in tetralogy of fallot. If the condition is 

significant enough, it will prevent the right ventricle from ejecting its blood into the pulmonary trunk, 

sending blood returning from the body onto the lungs for reoxygenation. If this obstruction occurs, and 

right ventricular blood ejection is inhibited, then the right-to-left shunting through the VSD will occur, 

which “promotes ejection of deoxygenated blood into the systemic circulation” (Bailliard).  
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For consideration of how a patient will present with this condition, it is assumed that the condition has 

not been diagnosed prior to birth. While diagnosis is possible prior to birth, as Apitz points out, “most 

children present with the condition at birth” (1463). Also, Bailliard notes that “in a population-based 

study, however, only half of the cases were detected during routine obstetric ultrasonic screening.” In 

general, the initial presentation of a patient with tetralogy of fallot is the infant that is cyanotic at birth 

or in the following days. This continued cyanosis will clue physicians and other health care professionals 

that the infant needs evaluation for establishing the cause of cyanosis. During the evaluation a heart 

murmur may be audible upon auscultation, and the presentation of the heart on an echocardiography 

usually shows the defects associated with tetralogy of fallot clearly. Further testing with an 

electrocardiogram can establish if there is right ventricular hypertrophy to help confirm the diagnosis 

(NHLBI). 

Upon diagnosis, and depending on the severity of the obstruction, a drug called propanolol may be 

administered which has the effects of decreasing the contractility of the right ventricle, decreasing heart 

rate, and increasing the systemic vascular resistance to decrease the cyanotic spells prior to surgical 

correction (Apitz, 1463).  It should be noted that the right ventricular failure is rare with these patients 

because the subpulmonary stenosis “protects the primary vasculature from pressure overload” via the 

right–to-left shunting via the VSD (Robbins, 1095). 

The surgical repair of tetralogy of fallot has greatly increased the survival rate of patients. Prior to the 

surgery techniques, around 50% of patients presenting with tetralogy of fallot died in their early years, 

with survivorship longer than 30 years very unusual. With surgical repair techniques available today 

almost all patients can be hopeful of surviving the surgery (as any surgery has risks associated with it), 

but also reach normal adult life spans and enjoy relatively normal lives (Apitz, 1463). The ideal repair of 

tetralogy of fallot should include “complete closure of the ventricular septal defect, preservation of the 

right ventricular form and function, with an unobstructed right ventricular outflow tract incorporating a 
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competent pulmonary valve” (Apitz, 1463-1464). This ideal standard is often not achieved, however, due 

to the many variations of the vasculature and cardiac presentation of these patients. There are two 

general methods for correcting this issue and it appears to come down to individual preference as to 

which method is used. Bailliard points out that since both surgical approaches have a similar mortality 

rate of less than 3%, either are viable options.  

The typical complete repair of tetralogy of fallot is “always performed under cardiopulmonary bypass, 

consists of closing the interventricular communication with a patch channeling the left ventricle to the 

aortic root, relief of the subpulmonary obstruction, and reconstruction, if necessary, of the pulmonary 

arteries” (Bailliard). The other usual method is palliation to reduce the symptoms resulting from 

tetralogy of fallot, and this avoids placing the infant on cardiopulmonary bypass, which has advantages. 

The infants that do undergo cardiopulmonary bypass for repair of tetralogy of fallot have “shown lower 

intelligence quotients” compared to their peers (Bailliard). The palliative approach will typically involve 

using a shunt to establish blood flow between the right ventricle and the lungs via the shunt placed 

between the systemic and pulmonary arteries. The most common seen is an aortopulmonary shunt that 

is located between the subclavian artery and pulmonary artery on the same side to allow the blood 

communication (Bailliard). There are noted disadvantages with the palliative method as well, including 

“cardiomyocytic degeneration and interstitial fibrosis, which have been implicated in myocardial 

dysfunction and ventricular arrhythmias” (Apitz, 1463). Noting that both carry disadvantages, and both 

have similar mortality rates, the indications are that clinic/surgeon preference drives which method is 

used. Ultimately, as both Bailliard and Apitz mention, the increased survivorship of patients with 

tetralogy of fallot has continued to improve since surgical repairs were developed. There is a recognized 

need for further follow-up and studies to be done on the current adult population with repaired 

tetralogy of fallot to identify any long term issues or deleterious effects from various surgical methods 

used (Apitz, 1646). 
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Transposition of the Great Arteries 

The condition known as transposition of the great arteries (TGA) is one whereby the systemic and 

pulmonary circuits run in parallel – and therefore separate from each other – and without some form of 

ventricular septal defect (VSD) or atrial septal defect (ASD) to 

allow the two circuits to mix blood together, life is 

unsustainable (Warnes, 2700). In this condition, the right 

atrium and ventricle are connected appropriately, as are the 

left atrium to left ventricle. The issues lie in the connections 

from the right and left ventricles. The formation of TGA stems 

from embryological development defects where there is an 

“abnormal formation of the truncal and aortopulmonary 

septa” (Robbins, 1095). The finding of transposition is part of 

the characterization of this condition. As Martins points out, 

“this congenital cardiac malformation is characterized by 

atrioventricular concordance and ventriculoarterial 

discordance.” In other words, the resulting anatomy of the 

heart has the aorta coming off the right ventricle (instead of the left) and the pulmonary artery comes 

from the left ventricle, instead of the right ventricle (Robbins, 1095). The atria to ventricular connections 

are as they should be, but the ventricular to arterial connections are reversed.  

As can be seen in Figure 22, the right ventricle is more muscular than the left ventricle, and is connected 

directly to the aorta. The left ventricle is connected to the pulmonary artery. The right ventricular 

hypertrophy that is present in Figure 22 is due to the increased pressure load that the right ventricle is 

operating against. Normally the right ventricle only deals with blood returning to the heart from the 

inferior and superior vena cava, and passes this deoxygenated blood onto the lungs. This low-pressure 

Figure 22. Anterior View of Heart with Transposition 
of the Great Arteries (Robbins, 1096) 
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circuit does not require much pressure to move the blood, hence why the right ventricle is normally not 

as muscular as the left. Due to the discordance seen in the atrioventricular connections, the oxygenated 

blood is not being sent out to the systemic circulation, but instead essentially continues to loop through 

the lungs and heart via the left chambers. The systemic circulation continues to circulate deoxygenated 

blood through the body via the right chambers. Prior to birth, infants receive oxygen from their mother 

via the placental cord. After birth, however, the infant must be able to oxygenate and circulate their 

own blood. In the case of transposition of the great arteries, the infant must have an adequately sized 

VSD or ASD to survive. The VSD or ASD allow the two circuits to mix, therefore allowing some 

oxygenated blood to enter the systemic circulation and the deoxygenated blood to enter the pulmonary 

circulation. 

The condition known as d-TGA “refers to the dextroposition of the bulboventricular loop” (Warnes, 

2700). This is “one of the most common cyanotic defects seen in newborns” (Warnes, 2700).  According 

to Martins, however, this terminology should not be used as it may create confusion, namely because 

this d-TGA refers to the “spatial relationship between the aorta and pulmonary trunk,” where the aortic 

valve is on the right side of the pulmonary valve (Martins). The reason behind this may stem from 

looking back at the embryological development of the heart. Referring to the early discussion on 

embryological development, the heart primary tube undergoes elongation prior to its looping over to 

create the structure for the typical four chambered heart to develop.  The normal development stages 

sees the primary heart tube loop over to the right – which is known as dextro looping – which provides 

the correct morphological positioning of the left and right ventricles for typical heart development 

(Fulton). Therefore, having transposition of the great arteries referred to as d-TGA, could imply that this 

is normal based upon how the heart initially develops embryologically when clearly the heart has not.  

For half of all cases of TGA the “ventricular discordance is an isolated finding. This condition is 

designated as simple transposition” (Martins). This is different from complex transposition which 
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“includes all the cases with coexisting malformations, such as ventricular septal defects, left ventricular 

outflow tract obstruction, aortic arch anomalies, and anomalous venous systemic return” (Martins). For 

either case, however, the presence of an ASD or VSD is crucial to infant survival. According to Robbins, 

approximately 35% of all cases may present with TGA and a VSD as well as a stable shunt that allows for 

adequate mixing of blood to occur. In the other 65% of the patients, however, “those with a patent 

foramen ovale or ductus arteriosus” may have unstable shunts leading to closure shortly after birth and 

which need immediate surgical intervention (Robbins, 1096).  

To diagnose a patient with TGA (of either simple or complex, or the other variants that can be found), 

Martins states the use of an echocardiogram is definitive. The use of an echocardiogram provides health 

care professionals with an “accurate morphological and functional assessment of the heart, being able 

to show the specific features of the transposition of the great arteries” (Martins). This will potentially 

provide the clearest imaging and measurements to confirm the condition. Tied into the imaging is the 

initial presentation of the baby mentioned previously, namely the cyanosis present at birth if the 

intermixing of blood is insufficient without a patent ductus arteriosus, or sufficiently large VSD or ASD. If 

the cyanosis is not immediately present at birth, the infant may have a sufficiently large VSD or ASD to 

allow the intermixing of blood. Normally, this infant will show no initial cyanosis. What instead may 

occur is the presentation of congestive heart failure, with episodes of cyanosis during periods of crying 

and/or agitation (Martins). Further, the infant may also show “tachypnea, tachycardia, diaphoresis, poor 

weight gain, a gallop rhythm, and eventually hepatomegaly can be detected later on during infancy” 

(Martins). These signs and symptoms would present slowly over several weeks to months depending on 

the ability of the present atrial septal defects and ventricular septal defects to provide adequate 

oxygenation. Diaphoresis is the medical term for sweating on a profuse level. This is an obvious pattern 

of sweating without apparent exertion or exercise. Hepatomegaly is a condition where the liver starts to 

swell in response to the issues presented by congestive heart failure. Tachypnea is an abnormally 
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elevated rate of breathing per minute and depends on the age of the patient, while tachycardia is an 

abnormally high heart rate. In adults, this would be considered anything above 100 beats per minute.  

For the infant that presents initially with cyanosis, and a heart condition is suspected (or confirmed prior 

to birth with fetal echocardiography), the maintenance of a patent ductus arteriosus is critical to allow 

enough oxygenated blood to circulate prior to surgical intervention being planned and performed. The 

ductus arteriosus is the vessel that connects the pulmonary trunk to the aorta, which after birth, closes 

almost immediately by vasoconstriction (in a normal birth) and remains as the ligamentum arteriosum 

(Tortora, 863-865). In the event of a patient born with TGA and cyanosis, a patent ductus arteriosus 

(meaning still open) is all that may allow blood mixing. To maintain this patency, often prostaglandins 

will be administered, which help to keep the ductus arteriosus open while the patient is evaluated and a 

plan made (Martins).  

This administration of prostaglandins may be followed by a technique known as balloon atrial 

septostomy. In this procedure, physicians will insert a “balloon-tipped catheter in the left atrium, via the 

oval foramen. The balloon is then inflated and pulled back into the right atrium, tearing the atrial 

septum” (Martins). This creates an artificial atrial septal defect to allow the blood to intermix. This then 

allows the oxygenated blood a chance 

to enter systemic circulation. This 

method is used to provide a larger 

window of time for the infant to have 

the surgery performed after proper 

evaluation and imaging can be 

obtained to allow for planning of the 

surgery. Figure 23. Atrial Switch Procedure (Martins). 
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Figure 23 shows what is the “procedure of choice to achieve complete physiological and anatomical 

repair” – known as the atrial switch (Martins). Figure 23, A, shows the transposition of the great arteries. 

The aorta is clearly connected to the right ventricle, while the pulmonary artery is joined to the left 

ventricle. Figure 23, B, shows the arteries after switching. Benefits to the atrial switch include having a 

very low reoperative rate (the patient does not usually require further operations in the future), the 

ability to maintain the left ventricular function, and has a low mortality rate – approx. 85% at the ten 

and fifteen year mark (Martins). This is the current version of the atrial switch – switching the 

connection of the aorta and the pulmonary trunk to their typical anatomical position to allow the left 

ventricle to pump the systemic circulatory system. This process does involve what is known as retraining 

the left ventricle, when done early enough in the life of the patient, to take over the pumping of 

systemic circulation (Martins).  

Prior to the typical atrial switch performed today, the previous version involved the creation of an atrial 

baffle from similar tissue, which directs blood flow to create a pulmonary and systemic circulatory 

system. What this procedure creates, however, is the situation where the right ventricle is now driving 

systemic circulation. This is done by having the deoxygenated blood returning from the body being 

directed, via the mitral valve, into the left ventricle and then into the pulmonary artery (Warnes, 2700). 

This leaves the pulmonary venous blood being sent into the right ventricle and from there into the aorta 

out into systemic circulation (Warnes, 2700). This obviously is a less than ideal situation for the right 

ventricle to drive systemic circulation, as it is not designed for this long-term functionality compared to 

the left ventricle. This is why the atrial switch of today is as described by Martins to create normal 

anatomical arrangement and function. The outcomes for the older atrial switch procedure were “77.7% 

and 67.2% at 10 and 30 years respectively, with an early mortality accounting for 16%” (Martins). 

Clearly, the modern atrial switch with 88% success rate provides a better solution to transposition of the 

great arteries. 
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Another surgical option is the Nikaidoh’s procedure. This option is used in “the setting of discordant 

ventriculoarterial connections, ventricular septal defect and left outflow tract obstruction” (Martins). 

This is a very technically demanding surgery 

and has a higher rate of future operations 

needed due to complications, but does 

provide a late survival rate of 95% - the 

highest of all corrective surgeries (Martins).  

Figure 24 details the major steps in the 

Nikaidoh procedure. It involves the 

complete removal of the aortic root with 

the coronaries attached to it, reconstruction of the ventricular outflow tracts (including closing the 

ventricular septal defect with a patch), and aortic translocation with more reconstruction done of the 

left outflow tract (Martins). These different reconstruction steps are needed to relieve the left outflow 

tract obstruction to ensure correct blood flow (and to ensure it remains as laminar as possible through 

the heart and vessels), as well as closing the ventricular septal defect and reconstruction of the new 

connections into/out of the heart. Major issues with this technique involve the need for future 

operations because of “right ventricular outflow obstruction and pulmonary insufficiency” (Martins). 

This is a relatively new technique from around 1984 and is still being researched and studied in terms of 

long-term effects on the patient. Given its current success rate of long-term survival of 95%, it is hoped 

that this technique will be further refined to lower the reoperative rate while maintaining its success 

rates. 

Regardless of the procedure required/chosen for correcting transposition of the great arteries, the 

follow up approach for the patients is very similar. Warnes suggests that regular clinical evaluations, 

every year or two years, as well as imaging via echocardiograms (and other means such as MRI if 

Figure 24. Nikaidoh Procedure (Martins). 
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warranted), exercise testing, and even use of cardiac monitoring, are important aspects to the care of 

patients with corrected transposition of the great arteries.  

Truncus Arteriosus 

Truncus arteriosus, also called common arterial 

trunk, is a condition where the circulation 

systems of the heart (systemic, coronary, and 

pulmonary) all originate from the same, single 

vessel, and the same valve at the base of the 

heart (Hoffman, 651).  

As can be seen in Figure 25, the ascending aorta 

and the left pulmonary artery are both 

connected to the same truncal vessel (Litwin, 

344). The development of truncus arterious, like tetralogy of fallot and transposition of the great 

arteries, arises from issues during embryological development. In this case, it is the failure of the truncus 

arteriosus to separate into both the aorta and pulmonary artery (Robbins, 1097). The normal 

development of the heart during the embryonic stage does have the large arteries developing from the 

same truncal root. From there, a truncoconal septum forms (a wall of tissue separating the tissue) that 

gives rise to the ascending aorta and the pulmonary artery (Soriano). When the truncoconal septum 

development is disturbed truncus arteriosus can result (Soriano). Of note, there is a large degree of 

similarity in truncus arteriosus and tetralogy of the fallot with the combination “of a single overriding 

great artery, VSD, and frequent ride-side aortic arch” (Soriano). 

Figure 25. Truncus Arterious Presentation (Litwin, 344). 
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There are indications that genetics plays a large role in the incidence of truncus arteriosus, with “the 

most common genetic syndrome associated with truncus arteriosus is chromosome 22q11 deletion 

(DiGeorge syndrome),” occurring in 34.5% of patients with truncus arteriosus (Hoffman, 651). Typically, 

with truncus arteriosus, the patient will also 

present with a ventricular septal defect resulting 

in the blood mixing from the left and right 

ventricles (Robbins, 1097).  

Discussions of truncus arteriosus need to include 

the different classifications used, of which the 

Collett/Edwards and VanPraagh are the two 

classification systems used, as seen in Figure 26 

(Soriano). With the Collett and Edwards 

classifications there are four types depending on 

the anatomical arrangement with respect to the 

truncal root. 

The first is “Type I, a main pulmonary artery is present, and arises from the left side of the truncal root. 

Type II, the right and left branch pulmonary arteries have two closely-spaced but separate origins from 

the posterior aspect of the truncal root. Type III, the branch pulmonary artery origins are widely 

separated from the truncal root. In the original type IV, the pulmonary arteries originate from the 

descending aorta. Patients in this category, however, are now considered to have a different form of 

congenital heart disease called pulmonary atresia” (Soriano). These classifications from Collett and 

Edwards was done in 1949, and as Hoffman points out, there is conjecture on this classification system 

by cardiologists today, that disagree with the Type IV being considered a form of truncus arteriosus 

(Hoffman, 652). 

Figure 26. Truncus arteriosus classifications (Soriano). 
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The other classification system, seen in Figure 26, B, is the Van Praagh. This system originally divided the 

categories of truncus arteriosus into two types (A and B) depending on whether or not a ventricular 

septal defect was present. Here again, Hoffman points out that Type B was present in only two of the 

patients that Van Praagh studied in their classification, and probably did not represent true truncus 

arteriosus, so only the Type A classifications are considered (Hoffman, 652). Types I and II in the 

Collett/Edward system are the same in the Van Praagh classification for Types A1 and A2. Types A3 

present with one-sided pulmonary atresia, and Type A4 shows a truncus that has an interrupted aortic 

arch (Soriano). These classifications are important as they have surgical implications in treating the 

patient with truncus arteriosus (Soriano).  

How the patient with truncus arteriosus will present depends on how much pulmonary blood flow there 

is, and this is dependent upon the resistance of the pulmonary vasculature, as well as any associated 

narrowing of the pulmonary arteries (Hoffman, 653). This is seen in most infants presenting with a “high 

pulmonary flow with low pulmonary resistance. This causes severe congestive heart failure and mild 

cyanosis” (Hoffman, 653). Part of the issue with truncus arteriosus lies in the pressure and resistance 

relationship in the cardiac system. Initially, high pulmonary blood flow is restricted by the high 

pulmonary vascular resistance. Over the next several weeks of the newborn, however, this pulmonary 

vascular resistance drops leading to greater than normal pulmonary blood flow. This can then lead to 

overload the pulmonary circuit with fluid and lead to what is basically congestive heart failure (Soriano). 

This is why infants with truncus arteriosus can present with severe congestive heart failure within the 

first few weeks of their life (Hoffman, 654) due to the fluid buildup in the lungs from the pulmonary 

blood flow issues (as well as coronary and systemic flow issues compounding the problem). As with the 

other conditions discussed, a patent ductus arteriosus after birth can be of critical importance for 

newborns with truncus arteriosus. For the newborn that has an interrupted aortic arch (which is where 

the aorta is not fully developed), the maintenance of a patent ductus arteriosus is crucial after birth to 
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prevent a pressure overload from the resulting obstruction of ventricular outflow (Soriano). For this 

patient, it is vital to have a “continuous prostaglandin infusion to maintain ductal patency” (Hoffman, 

654). This allows a little more time for planning corrective surgery to treat this patient. As with the other 

conditions discussed, the patient presenting with cyanosis at birth will alert the health care professionals 

that there is some anomaly in the patient that needs to be clinically evaluated. Hoffman provides that in 

a physical examination of the patient, the second heart sound will be loud, and there will typically be a 

systolic ejection click (653). Both electrocardiogram and chest x-rays are not definitive diagnostically for 

truncus arteriosus. Instead, the transthoracic echocardiography technique is currently considered the 

best diagnostic mechanism (Hoffman, 654). This technique relies on ultrasound waves to visualize all 

four chambers of the heart, as well as the valves and the movement of blood through the heart 

(National Library of Medicine). During echocardiography, the physician will be able to visualize, and 

confirm, the position of the coronary arteries as well as the ascending and descending aorta (Soriano). In 

conjunction with echocardiography, Doppler techniques can be used that allow for the health care 

professionals to establish where the oxygenated and deoxygenated blood is based upon the coloration 

that Doppler can provide. This further allows the identification of the truncal arteriosus (Soriano). 

Interestingly, during the diagnostic procedure, physicians will also consider tetralogy of the fallot as a 

possible diagnosis for this patient until the truncus arteriosus is confirmed (Hoffman, 654). Since the 

patient will typically present with signs of congestive heart failure, it is important to remove this excess 

fluid to reduce the edema in the lungs. This is usually through the use of diuretics to help reduce the 

volume overload, as well as providing inotropic agents to strengthen the heart contractions to push the 

blood more effectively, preventing leakage (Soriano). The patient may also require artificial ventilation 

assistance, and careful monitoring of their blood to ensure metabolic acidosis does not occur (Soriano). 

Metabolic acidosis can occur when there is not enough oxygen delivery to tissues, as well as lack of 
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waste removal. Since the heart is unable to effectively pump blood around the body and lungs in the 

correct order, toxic cellular wastes can build up.  

Once the patient condition is confirmed, treatment is needed in the form of surgery. The primary repair 

technique requires the patient to be placed into a hypothermic state (to reduce tissue demand for 

oxygen and slow down the normal metabolic processes) with coronary bypass in effect. Figure 27 shows 

the basic outline of the steps involved in the repair of truncus arteriosus. These steps involve mobilizing 

the pulmonary arteries from the truncus and then reattaching them in their correct position to the right 

ventricle. The truncus is opened and repaired with a patch to create the required vasculature pathways, 

and the ventricular septal defect is closed with a patch too (Soriano). While these patients often require 

further operations in their life, the long-term survival rates following the primary repair are “90, 85, and 

83 percent at 5, 10, and 15 years, 

respectively” (Soriano).  

These patients will require regular 

monitoring and health examinations 

(similar to both tetralogy of fallot and 

transposition of the great arteries 

patients) to ensure the best quality of life 

as possible. Having these regular check-

ups should help to detect any issues with 

the repair, or other conditions that may 

not have presented earlier. 

Figure 27. Truncus Arteriosus Primary Surgical Repair (Soriano). 
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Conclusion 

In conclusion, this thesis was a literature review of the cardiovascular system, and three specific 

congenital heart defects found in the pediatric population. In the discussion on the cardiovascular 

system, it was seen that the improper embryological development of the heart was responsible for the 

given congenital heart defects reviewed. Also, the interaction of the three components of the 

cardiovascular system (the heart, blood vessels, and blood), play important roles in ensuring the 

efficiency of the system is maintained to meet the daily demands placed upon it.  

The review of the congenital heart defects highlighted the most common form of cyanotic congenital 

heart defect was tetralogy of fallot, as well as being the one of the first to have successful surgical repair 

techniques developed. Of note, prior to these surgical repair techniques being developed, the mortality 

rate from tetralogy of fallot in the child’s first years of life was approximately 50%, with lifespans longer 

than 30 years considered very unusual. The condition stems from a defect in the embryological 

development of the heart in the early stages leading to the four characteristics seen in this condition. 

Today, patients presenting with tetralogy of fallot, given the surgical advances made, are expected to 

have normal adult life spans (Apitz). Annual, or every other year, physicals for these patients is strongly 

encouraged to continually monitor the patient’s cardiac health specifically.  

Transposition of the great arteries also stems from early embryological defects in development. In 

essence, the aorta and pulmonary artery are transposed, leading to the heart operating incorrectly with 

the blood flow and chamber operation compromised. As noted, approximately 65% of patients 

presenting with this condition will require immediate surgical intervention to ensure a chance of survival 

of this condition (Martins). Commonly, the atrial switch is the procedure of choice, but other techniques 

(such as the Nikaidoh) are continuing to provide alternative repairs with improving success rates and 

increasing life expectancies. 
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The final condition of truncus arteriosus illustrates how vital correct embryological development is. As 

with the other two conditions, early embryological developmental failures lead to the condition where 

the aorta and pulmonary artery fail to separate. Often patients presenting with this condition will 

appear to have all the hallmark signs of congestive heart failure, and surgical repair is required to correct 

the defect. Following surgical repair, 83% of the patients survive past 15 years (Soriano). As with the 

other two given conditions, it is expected that as current surgical techniques are refined, and new ones 

developed, that patient life expectancies, and quality of life, will continue to improve.  
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